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“The Beast Empire” 
Part 4 

 
 In this segment I am continuing with the exegesis from the end of Revelation, chapter 17.  
Although we do not find the word “Beast” or its Greek word “Therion” in chapter 18, the text is 
a continuation from the Babylonian system narrative.  A chapter break is misleading in the 
narrative of the text.  John opens chapter 18 with the phrase “And after these things”.  Readers 
will soon recognize that God uses this precise expression 37X beginning in Genesis 15:1 and 
ending in Revelation 19:1.  It becomes an evidential style of the Bible’s real Author when it comes 
to the larger framework of the Word of God.  Scripture provides the student of the Bible with 
what we would see as key points of the text.  This is much like a college student reading a 
textbook for a course in any subject.  As one reads the textual material, using a color marker and 
highlight the important points to remember for class review, learning or examination.  
 
 With that point in mind, I would like to provide some background history to the Roman 
Empire System and its strategy and tactics to maintain the empire.  In more recent times, it has 
been employed by other empires as well.  During Rome's early period of expansion, from the fall 
of the monarchy in 510 B.C. until the mid-third century A.D., she gradually spread her dominion 
over the peninsula of Italy, making treaties with all the states she conquered. Rome's treaty 
arrangements were varied. Sometimes, even within a single conquered city-state there were 
multiple arrangements. This was most likely where the aristocrats supported Rome and stood by 
earlier treaties, while the rest of the people rebelled. 
 
 Regardless of the type of treaty, all the treaty states had to provide soldiers and give up 
some of their land to Rome. An extreme case was the Etruscan city of Veii, where the Romans 
and their allies killed the inhabitants or sold them into slavery, so all the land fell under Rome's 
control. The land given to Rome by their new allies in these treaties could become public or 
private, and was sometimes given to the Roman poor, although generally, it fell into the 
possession of the aristocracy. The Licinian Law of 366 B.C. reflects this tendency of the rich 
landowners to keep amassing more and more land, since it limited the amount of land that a 
family could own to 500 jugera (a jugerum was about 2,530 square meters or 5/8 of an acre). In 
a slightly later period, Roman military leaders rewarded their career soldiers with the land 
acquired from those conquered.   
 
 There were two basic types of treaty arrangements made with the Italic states, civitas 
'citizenship' and foedus, which in the plural is foedera (from which word we get federal, meaning 
'pertaining to a treaty'). 
 
 Those accorded citizenship were under Roman law, whether or not they had the rights of 
full citizenship depended on the terms of the treaty. It was this group that some cities could be 
said to have half-citizenship (municipes) treaties. Whether full or half citizens, the people of these 
states were considered Romans. 
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 The solders they provided were regular Roman soldiers. On the other hand, those states 
that were socii 'allies' did not live under Roman law, although they were not allowed to have a 
foreign policy, since only Rome would deal with outsiders. The socii were the autonomous tribes 
and city-states of the Italian Peninsula in permanent military alliance with the Roman Republic 
until the Social War of 91–88 BC. After this conflict, all Rome's peninsular Italian allies were 
awarded Roman citizenship and their territories incorporated in the Roman state. Although they 
were obliged to furnish troops, their military units were under local, non-"Roman" officers and 
were smaller. The socii included both Latin and non-Latin allies.  We might consider such military 
units as the equivalent of our National Guard, under state control, but subject to Federal 
activation.  In return for what the allies supplied the Romans, the Romans offered protection 
against attack. 
 
 There was another group with which Rome arranged treaties: its friends (amici) who were 
not obliged to send troops. Rhodes was one such amicus of Rome. 
 
 On page 84 of ‘A Short History of the Roman Republic’ (1915), one of the many books on 
Roman history and available from the Internet Archive, W.E. Heitland provides an outline of the 
types of treaties Rome arranged with the Italian cities. An outline based on Heitland's follows. 

1. Civitas 

cives 'citizens' under Roman law 

A. with full rights 
1. living in Rome  
2. living in the ager Romanus 'Roman field'  
3. living in the citizen colonies, e.g. the faithful of Campania. Such strategic colonies 

could be on the coasts.  

B. with private rights only 
1. living in municipia  
2. in citizen colonies but as a second class of citizen, e.g., allies who revolted in 

Campania. Allowed only the private rights: the right to make contracts and the right 
to contract a legal marriage (commercium & conubium). The "full" citizenship right 
they lacked was suffragium, the right to vote in the Roman Republic.  

1. Foedera 

socii 'allies'; ager peregrinus 'foreign field' 

Italian allies bound by treaty to provide troops. 

A. Latin 
1. living in old Latin towns  
2. living in Latin colonies, e.g., Fregellae, Cales. The colonies were normally established 

inland.  

B. not Latin, living in treaty states = civitates foederatae  
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 The United States military virtually replicated the Roman Empire system for retaining its 
officer corps and enlisted NCO’s.  The U.S. military established the minimum “twenty years and 
out” career with a relatively attractive pension, plus the opportunity to double-dip in the U.S. 
government, as a postal letter carrier at the low end of the ladder or going to work for one of the 
sixteen military intelligence or security branches at the higher GS-ratings career fields.   
 
 Perhaps you have noticed the similarity between the Vatican and the U.S. Federal Mall in 
the Capitol.  This is not by accident and you have no idea of the similarities between the Vatican 
and the Capitol.  The U.S. Capitol was designed by Jesuit-Masonic men to be a new ‘Rome’ and 
both are deeply rooted in Astrological design and symbol.  I will share more on this in this series.  
  

“And after these things I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great power; 
and the earth was lightened with his glory”.  –(Revelation 18:1) 

 (18:1) - "After these things" probably indicates a passing of time before the final vision 
of God's judgment on the Babylon world system relates to when it was given to John by still 
another angel. Apparently this angel has not yet had a part in the judgments of the Tribulation. 
He comes down out of heaven with great authority and power, and with a brightness of glory 
which lights up the earth. John also is on the earth. (In much of chapters 15 and 16 and in 17:1 it 
seems he was in heaven).  Christians have difficulty relating or making the connection between 
the Biblical message and the real world we live in.  This is especially true of those Christians who 
interpret the Bible ‘allegorically’ or ‘spiritualize’ the text.  An example of this was in President 
Trump’s half-hour visit with Pope Francis.  They exchanged gifts with Trump giving the pope 
books relative to Martin Luther King, and the pope gave Trump a copy of the pope’s encyclical 
on “tree hugging”.  The following remarks of “crazy like a fox”, Pope Francis helps to put the 
Vatican agenda in context relative to the Antichrist “Beast” System.   

 In Pope Francis’ encyclical, ‘Laudata Si’, mi’ Signore’ (“Praise be to you, my Lord”): On The 
Common Care Of Our Home, the pope identifies himself as “the Holy Father”, and as a Christian.  
Nevertheless, Francis teaches the following in this encyclical, “In the words of this beautiful 
canticle, Saint Francis of Assisi reminds of that our common home is like a sister with whom we 
share our life and a beautiful mother who opens her arms to embrace us.  ‘Praise be to you, my 
Lord, through our Sister, Mother Earth, who sustains and governs us, and who produces various 
fruit with colored flowers and herbs’.”  One has to ask the question, is Francis endorsing the idea 
that the earth “governs us” rather than the Lord? 

 Nowhere in the Bible is the earth called “Mother” or “sister”.  This is demonic theology 
rooted in the “Mystery Religion” of Babylon.  To anthropomorphize the earth, especially as 
female, has always been a mark of pagan and Satanic worship.  As Rev. Alexander Hislop points 
out: “It has been known all along that Popery was baptized Paganism; but God is now making it 
manifest, that the Paganism which Rome has baptized is, in all its essential elements, the very 
Paganism which prevailed in the ancient literal Babylon; that the essential character of her 
system, the grand objects of her worship, her festivals, her doctrine and discipline, her rites and 
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ceremonies, her priesthood and their orders, have all been derived from ancient Babylon; and, 
finally, that the Pope himself is truly and properly the lineal representative of Belshazzar.” 

 Pope Francis is first and foremost a Jesuit.  As a Jesuit, he is known to be cunning as a fox.  
In the third paragraph of the encyclical, he clearly specifies a crisis and targets his intended 
audience.  “Now, faced as we are with global environmental deterioration, I wish to address every 
person living on this planet … about our common home.”  It remains to be seen the real reasons 
why Pope Francis has come forth with a statement of gross paganism as part of his supposedly 
Christian world view so early in his reign.  This ought to get the attention of every Christian on 
this planet.   

 Fr. Arturo Sosa Abascal, a Venezuelan Communist and Modernist, is carrying out Francis’s 
agenda.  Dr. Arturo Sosa (the “black pope”) and boss of Pope Francis (the “white pope”) issued 
more anti-Biblical commentary.  Understanding the adage that ‘’personnel is policy”, Pope 
Francis has been planting Marxists throughout the Church, including at the top of the troubled 
religious order to which he belongs. In 2016 the Jesuits, with the blessing of Pope Francis, 
installed Venezuelan Fr. Arturo Sosa Abascal as its superior-general whose communist 
convictions have long been known.  Sosa has written about the “Marxist mediation of the 
Christian Faith,” arguing that the Church should “understand the existence of Christians who 
simultaneously call themselves Marxists and commit themselves to transform the capitalist 
society into a socialist society.”  In 1989, he signed a letter praising Cuban President, Fidel Castro. 
  
 Turn down any corridor in Francis’s Vatican, and you are likely to run into a de facto 
communist: Francis has a communist running his order, a communist running his Council of 
Cardinals (the Honduran cardinal, Oscar Rodriguez Maradiaga), a communist running the 
Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences (Margaret Archer, a British sociologist who has said that 
she represents the “Marxian left”), and communists such as the renegade Brazilian liberation 
theologian Leonardo Boff, and the Canadian socialist Naomi Klein drafting his encyclicals. 
 
 It is no coincidence that the only U.S. presidential candidate who made a visit to the 
Vatican during the campaign was a socialist who had honeymooned in the Soviet Union. Bernie 
Sanders turned up at the Vatican in April, 2016, having received an invitation from Pope Francis’ 
close Argentine friend, Bishop Marcelo Sanchez Sorondo.  “We invited the candidate who cites 
the pope most in the campaign, and that is Senator Bernie Sanders,” explained Sorondo, who 
added that Sanders’s agenda is “very analogous to that of the pope.” 
 
 In this smug leftist atmosphere in Rome, Sosa’s elevation to the head of the Jesuits was 
inevitable. In the past, the Jesuits had been called the pope’s Marines. Under Sosa, they are more 
like the pope’s Marxists, peddling his climate-change propaganda as a pretext for global socialism.  
But, like Pope Francis, Sosa’s ambitions go well beyond meddling in economies. He is also pushing 
a moral revolution in the Church, as evident in his astonishing claim that, since none of the 
Apostles tape-recorded Jesus Christ, his words on adultery can be elastically re-interpreted. 
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 “You need to start by reflecting on what exactly Jesus said,” Sosa told an Italian 
interviewer in February. “At that time, no one had a tape recorder to capture the words. What 
we know is that the words of Jesus have to be contextualized, they’re expressed in a certain 
language, in a precise environment, and they’re addressed to someone specific.”  In other words, 
Sosa is confident that he understands Jesus’ meaning better than the Gospel writers. Like Francis, 
Sosa can’t resist the mumbo-jumbo of Modernist Biblical scholarship, which always manages to 
dovetail conveniently with liberal views. 
  
 The Council of Trent explicitly condemned the claim that the Gospel writers were just 
making stuff up when recounting the words of Jesus Christ. But Sosa has no problem trafficking 
in the same heresy.  “Over the last century in the Church there has been a great blossoming of 
studies that seek to understand exactly what Jesus meant to say,” he said.  The presumption here 
is extraordinary but typical of a Francis acolyte. The new orthodoxy is heterodoxy, and Sosa is 
wallowing in it.  He is given to little sermonettes on relativism, such as this whopper:   
 
“The Church has developed over the centuries, it is not a piece of reinforced concrete. It was 
born, it has learned, it has changed. This is why the ecumenical councils are held, to try to bring 
developments of doctrine into focus. Doctrine is a word that I don’t like very much, it brings 
with it the image of the hardness of stone. Instead the human reality is much more nuanced, it 
is never black or white, it is in continual development.” 
 
 Were St. Ignatius of Loyola alive today, the order he founded wouldn’t ordain him, and 
he would have wondered how a de facto Protestant ended up on the chair of St. Peter. Nor would 
St. Ignatius have believed the sheer sophistry that now passes for theological “sophistication” in 
his order.  Gob smacked by the relentless leftism of Francis and his aides, Al Gore asked in 2015, 
“Is the pope Catholic?” The question is no longer a joke.  The Jesuit Superior-General recently 
denied the existence of Satan! 

 The truth is that in the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.  As the Bible 
states, “And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.  
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.”  -(Genesis 1:2).  These foundational 
words aside, Francis has chosen instead to quote 12th century Catholic St. Francis’s pagan 
understanding of the issue.  Therefore, it cannot be by accident that Pope Francis has chosen to 
cover the Papacy in the supposedly benign robes of Francis of Assisi. 

 A major fact to be considered is that Pope Francis believes in his absolute authority.  As 
his own RCC teaching proclaims, the Supreme Pontiff by virtue of his office, possesses infallible 
teaching authority.  However, the reality is that Christ Jesus alone possesses all power and 
teaching authority, as Christ Jesus Himself proclaimed, “All power is given unto me in heaven 
and in earth.”  -(Matthew 28:18).  Thus, having first covered himself in the pagan mantel of 
Francis of Assisi, Jesuit Francis attempts to usurp divine authority, a claim that is totally 
counterfeit.  This Roman Catholic counterfeited authority is another example demonstrated by 
Pope Francis is seen in the following.  Francis professes to impart Christ in the Mass and the Holy 
Spirit through sacraments, including his current idea that “As Christians, we are also called ‘to 
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accept the world as a sacrament of communion, as a way of sharing with God and our neighbors 
on a global scale’.”  -(‘Laudato Si’, para. 9).   Where is there any evidence of Scriptural truth and 
the Gospel in this spiritually blind papal teaching?  There isn’t a stitch of truth in it.  It is nothing 
more than “Beast” babble!   Francis is cunning as a fox!  The Scriptures commands each man to 
repent and believe the Gospel, but no man can do this without the conviction of the Holy Spirit.   
Yet these elementary facts are silently set aside as the pope expands his argument by stating that 
the Papacy’s worldview is relevant for today.  However, his heretical teaching ends up replacing 
Christianity with totalitarianism. 

 Francis starts with our supposed sin against “sister earth”, as the encyclical states, and 
moves in an entirely unbiblical direction, “This sister’ (the earth) now cries out to us because of 
the harm we have inflicted on her by our irresponsible use and abuse of the goods with which God 
has endowed her.  We have come to see ourselves as her lords and masters, entitled to plunder 
her at will.  The violence present in our hearts, wounded by sin, is also reflected in the symptoms 
of sickness, evident in the soil, in the water, in the air and in all forms of life”.   This flowery 
language of the tree-hugger world illustrates that Francis is a “wordsmith” of Jesuit excellence.  
The language Pope Francis prefers is more commonly known as utterly pantheistic. 

 The cunning conjectures Pope Francis makes are dangerous in this period where “Climate 
Change” has been the driving force of the world’s leaders.  What must be understood is that 
Francis’ encyclical, with its elevated and inspiring tone in pursuit of ethical excellence, is heavy 
laden with all the classical assumptions of the Papacy.  What is being presented in the encyclical 
is an idealized plan for the world and global government.  It is based on the Vatican’s view of 
both what the world presently is, and what it could be, by viewing matters as if the pope were 
the temporal “lord-director” of all things spiritual, political, and economic.   

 The entire argument of the encyclical hangs upon its supposed truthfulness of its alleged 
self-evident principles and laws.   However, the assumptions are false.  If Francis wants to be a 
prophetic voice in the modern world, allegedly speaking on Christ’s behalf, then his assumptions 
must be evaluated according to the measure given in the Word of God, namely “To the law to 
the testimony: If they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.”  
-(Isaiah 8:20).  The Lord Jesus Christ was emphatic that Scripture is absolute truth, that it cannot 
be refuted.  From the outset, it becomes clear that Pope Francis is an impostor with an objective. 

 What Francis does not make explicit in this encyclical is that since the Council of Trent in 
the mid-16th century, the Roman Church has held that there is no salvation outside the RCC, and 
formally denies the Gospel.  Rome formally (officially) went apostate at the Council of Trent.  It 
has never revoked the Council of Trent.  Thus rather than the Gospel to make one right before 
our Holy God, Rome has only sacraments to offer.  These do not deliver salvation, for it is only 
“the gospel of Christ: it is the power of God unto salvation to everyone that believeth…” –
(Romans 1:16). 
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10 key excerpts from Pope Francis’s encyclical on the environment 
The inside track on Washington politics 

 
In his sweeping new encyclical on the environment, Pope Francis is calling for an “ecological 
conversion” for the faithful. In “Laudato Si,” or “Be Praised” (or “Praised Be,”) he warns of 
harming birds and industrial waste and calls for renewable fuel subsidies and energy efficiency. 
Here are some of the key passages people will read closely, everything from climate change and 
global warming to abortion and population control. 
 
1) Climate change has grave implications. “Each year sees the disappearance of thousands of 

plant and animal species which we will never know, which our children will never see, 
because they have been lost forever,” he writes. 

 
2) Rich countries are destroying poor ones, and the earth is getting warmer. “The warming 

caused by huge consumption on the part of some rich countries has repercussions on the 
poorest areas of the world, especially Africa, where a rise in temperature, together with 
drought, has proved devastating for farming.” 

 
3) Christians have misinterpreted Scripture and “must forcefully reject the notion that our 

being created in God’s image and given dominion over the earth justifies absolute domination 
over other creatures.” 

 
4) The importance of access to safe drinkable water is “a basic and universal human right.” 
 
5) Technocratic domination leads to the destruction of nature and the exploitation of people, 

and “by itself the market cannot guarantee integral human development and social inclusion.” 
 
6) Population control does not address the problems of the poor. “In the face of the so-called 

culture of death, the family is the heart of the culture of life.” And, “Since everything is 
interrelated, concern for the protection of nature is also incompatible with the justification 
of abortion.” 

 
7) Gender differences matter, and “valuing one’s own body in its femininity or masculinity is 

necessary if I am going to be able to recognize myself in an encounter with someone who is 
different.” 

 
8) The international community has not acted enough: “recent World Summits on the 

environment have not lived up to expectations because, due to lack of political will, they were 
unable to reach truly meaningful and effective global agreements on the environment.” He 
writes, “the Church does not presume to settle scientific questions or to replace politics. But 
I am concerned to encourage an honest and open debate so that particular interests or 
ideologies will not prejudice the common good.” And, “there is urgent need of a true world 
political authority, as my predecessor Blessed John XXIII indicated some years ago.” 
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9) Individuals must act. “An integral ecology is also made up of simple daily gestures which 
break with the logic of violence, exploitation and selfishness,” he writes. We should also 
consider taking public transit, car-pooling, planting trees, turning off the lights and recycling. 
 

10) By the way, why are we here on Earth in the first place? “What kind of world do we want to 
leave to those who come after us, to children who are now growing up?” he writes. 

 
 Throughout the encyclical Francis’ environmental theme cannot be ignored.  There are 
over 170 specific references to global warming, climate change, environment and environmental 
issues, it is clear this is the means to his end.  We do not dismiss what Francis is saying, but it is 
also imperative to grasp why he is saying it.  His analytical style and argumentative form are 
firmly grounded in the Vatican’s preeminent sense of its own self-importance and presumed 
lordship over every aspect of human life. 
 
 Francis exhaustively demonstrates that his views truly represent the historical essence of 
Rome’s religious and social teaching.  However, that teaching is not the teaching of the Bible.  
Thus, Francis shows himself again to be a cunning fox.  His objective is to firmly ground his 
institution’s own welfare and future in terms of an “integral human development” that 
acknowledges his primacy as the sole arbiter of ethics and moral order.   It is quite clear that 
Francis is writing his encyclical to assert once again the Papacy’s autocratic claims.  Francis aim is 
to champion and promote a type of world government with the Vatican superseding God’s 
requirements.  
 
 I am on the list of recipients of numerous RCC sites that post the Papacy proclamations 
and words.  I do so because it frames the larger voice of the Vatican and points us in ways to 
clarify the agenda of the Papacy.  In this document it stands out that the pope used the term 
“globalize” 53X times.  The pope’s emphasis on economics is so strong that he mentions the term 
133X times.  This is the same Francis and his Vatican system which teaches that private property 
is not personal as such, but belongs to all people.  A Vatican II document upholds the same 
principle of the “universal ownership of all goods” and emphatically teaches, “If one is in extreme 
necessity, he has the right to procure for himself what he needs out of the riches of others.   We 
see this very thing being carried out in Sweden and Germany where people were evicted from 
their homes and apartments to make room for the hordes of Islamic invaders to Europe.  So if 
one thinks it will not happen here in America, they best think again.  Pope Francis’ philosophy is 
simply a justification for theft, whether on an individual level or a governmental level.   One of 
the original seven goals of Adam Weishaupt’s Bavarian Illuminati was the elimination of private 
property and transfer of ownership through inheritance.  Pope Francis is the leading proponent 
of this as well.  

 Pope Francis’ predecessor, Benedict XVI, called for a reform of the U.N., and likewise of 
economic institutions and international finance so that the concept of the family of nations can 
acquire real teeth.   Social and religious dominance would be upheld and maintained by means 
of civil law throughout the E.U., and the U.N.  It is to that same end which Francis now moves the 
world.  Listing global warming, pollution, poverty, global inequality, over-consumption by first 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp-content/uploads/sites/45/2015/06/Screen-Shot-2015-06-18-at-6.16.46-AM1.png
http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/acts-of-faith/wp-content/uploads/sites/45/2015/06/Screen-Shot-2015-06-18-at-6.16.46-AM1.png
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world nations and like issues, he states, “These situations have caused sister earth, along with all 
the abandoned of our world, to cry out, pleading that we take another course.  Never have we so 
hurt and mistreated our common home as we have in the last two hundred years.  Yet we are 
called to be instruments of God our Father, so that our planet might be what he desired when he 
created it and correspond with his plan for peace, beauty and fullness.  The problem is that we 
still lack the culture needed to confront this crisis.”   Francis speaks words like a lamb but is a false 
prophet.  (See Matthew 7:15; Romans 16:18; and 2nd Corinthians 11:13-15. 

 While it is unfolding before our eyes, Francis’ proclamation reveals the background of 
what is coming in the “Beast” Empire System. Moreover, the RCC has much influence in the 
formulation and implementation of national and international laws, particularly in the nations in 
which she has papal nuncios (ecclesiastical diplomats) as ambassadors.  The Papacy maintains 
diplomatic relations with 174 countries at embassy level.  Expediency, deceit, and cunning have 
always been defining elements of the RCC and its geo-political pronouncements.  Pope Francis 
and his Vatican desire to maintain official diplomatic relationships.  From a Vatican perspective, 
their understanding is that political civil power is subordinated to the spiritual control of apostate 
Rome.   

 That Francis and his pagan encyclical are intent on ruling religious, political and economic 
activities worldwide should not be surprising.  Papal arrogance tallies well with Scripture 
prediction for such bold claims, like Lucifer’s boastings of Isaiah 14.  However, there can be but 
one Vicar of Christ who is infinite, supreme, omnipotent, and all sufficient; namely, the Holy 
Spirit.  The Papacy is a demonically energized apostate system that will be judged and utterly 
condemned by the Lord. 

 It has been nearly seven years since the Holy See released a new document, "Towards 
Reforming the International Financial and Monetary Systems in the Context of a Public Authority 
with Global Public Jurisdiction," an ambitious proposal to tackle the world's debt crisis. The paper 
criticizes the current leadership system, focusing on groups like the G7 and G20, which exclude 
most of the world's nations. The Vatican says if a "world government" isn't created with the 
ability to cope with large-scale speculation, "A climate will generally progress with growing 
hostility, even violence, to undermine the foundations of democratic institutions." The proposal 
includes a world central bank, taxes on financial transactions proportional to the sophistication 
of financial products, a fund for the recapitalization of world banks, and different rules for 
commercial and investment banking.  That was proposed by the Vatican on October 24, 2011. At 
a Vatican press conference to present the document, Cardinal Peter Kodwo Appiah Turkson, 
president of the Pontifical Council, said that the document was timed to appear before the next 
meeting of the leaders of the G20 nations, who will be discussing the global economy in Cannes, 
France, on November 3-4.  This is typical of Vatican influence upon the global groups and NGO’s. 
 
 Cardinal Turkson and other Vatican officials emphasized that the document was not the 
work of Benedict himself but merely a "note" from the Council for Justice and Peace, and declined 
to say whether the pope had even read it.  This propaganda is a thinly-veiled pitch to groom the 
perplexed for global ascendancy under ‘VICARIVS FILII DEI’ as foretold by Isaiah, Daniel and the 
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Messiah, Jesus. The reality of globalization necessitates a gradual, balanced transfer of a part of 
each nation's powers to a world authority and to regional authorities.  It is Vatican standard 
operation procedures relative to the Papacy’s second key of Temporal Power being restored, 
once lost when Napoleon deposed Pope Pius VII.  
 
 The Vatican envisions this global authority playing a role not just in overseeing financial 
markets, but also disarmament and arms control, food security and peace efforts (Daniel 7:7-8, 
19-28; Revelation 13; 17; 18). Rome's "proposals" disclose her historic relations with the 
international Jews (Revelation 2:9; 3:9) and meticulous planning, not "coincidence" and 
"reasonableness." Nathan Rothschild's financing of Britain resulted in the defeat of Napoleon, 
the enemy of Rome and the monarchs. It was the source of his wealth and influence, and since 
Gregory XVI conferred a Papal decoration on Kalman (Karl) Rothschild for loaning the Vatican five 
million pounds in a period of difficulty, the Rothschild’s have been the fiscal agents of the Vatican.  
According to the Jewish Encyclopedia, the Rothschild’s bear the title Guardians of the Vatican 
Treasure since 1823/24. Tupper Saussy also confirms this to be the case in his book ‘Rulers of 
Evil’, pgs. 160-161). This book is available to read on the internet if one wishes to read.1  
 
 With Vatican interests like the Treaty of Verona at heart, the Rothschild’s extended their 
financial and political dominion in the United States. The Vatican's interest in the US was clearly 
revealed in the secret 1822 Treaty of Verona whereby the Jesuit Order pledged itself (the price 
of reinstatement) to destroy "the works of Satan" it had established in setting-up, by revolution, 
representative governments such as the republics and "democracies" of France and the USA, and 
replacing them with the only form of government approved by the church, and rule by "divine 
right" granted by the Vatican -(Daniel 2:42-43; Revelation 17:12-13).  
 
 The Rothschild-Vatican cabal unsuccessfully attempted to gain control over the power of 
the purse in the US through the First and Second Bank of the United States which were 
established under emergency powers granted to the President by the Constitution, as temporary 
institutions to tide the country through the periods of financial stress occasioned by the 
Revolutionary and 1812 Wars. However, the aims of the conspirators to establish a banking 
monopoly were thwarted by the Constitution. That is, until the FED came along in 1913. 
 
 In the video "Vatican control through Civil Law," former Roman Catholic Priest Brother 
Richard Bennett2 cites evidence that confirms such legislation is established in most nations, for 
example the European Union, Britain and the colonies of the Jew's Empire of the City of London 
including the United States. Rome's penchant for law betrays her Talmudic roots and the 
apostate non-Semitic, anti-Semitic self-styled Jews who in league with pagan emperor 
Constantine founded this anti-Christian harlot, "MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER 
OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH." In light of the Holy See's recent proposal for 
world government, we suggest you spend an hour to familiarize yourself with "the present Truth" 
foretold for our day by Jesus our Messiah and featured in this video in accord with history and 
the revelation of the prophet of Malachi 4:5-6 and Revelation 10:7, Brother Bennett is a born-
again Christian and former Catholic priest and has stated:  
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“Rome's pope is Judas' apostolic successor as "the son of perdition," and a number of his 
blasphemous claims.  The close cooperation between the Judaeo-Roman Universal false church 
and "those who say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan" is patent (Daniel 
11:32; 12:10; Matthew 23:33-35; Revelation 2:9; 3:9). Earthquakes sinking Los Angeles and 
cleaving the Mount of Olives will demolish the Dome of the Rock, igniting the "hot stage" of the 
present World War III; then a federation of world religions under Rome and an alliance with the 
Khazar Black Nobility will revive the Holy [sic] Roman Empire and restore peace.  
 
The global financial crises hastening World War III, collapse of the global economy, failure of the 
US dollar and other fiat currencies, world depression, "color" revolutions, the so-called "Arab 
Spring," movements to "Occupy Wall Street" and other financial centers are stratagems planned 
and coordinated by the same 'hidden hand' that has controlled both sides of the Hegelian dialectic 
throughout history to achieve its preplanned objectives. Their followers are expendable pawns 
and puppets misled by "the kings of the Earth, and the great men, and the rich men, and the chief 
captains, and the mighty men." In another Hegelian dialectic "those of the synagogue of Satan, 
who say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie" are preparing to establish Lucifer's totalitarian one 
world government in league with the Judeo-Roman Universal false church based on the love of 
money. They will refinance the US dollar with gold backing, bringing every nation, tribe and 
tongue under tribute so "that no man might buy or sell, save he that has the mark or the name of 
the beast, or the number of his name" (Revelation 13:17).  

 In yet another Hegelian objective expounded in Ezekiel 38 and 39, Revelation 16:19, 
17:16-18, and 18:8-20 you will note the 'hidden hand' also controls Communist Russia and China, 
as revealed when these two permanent members of the UN Security Council abstained from 
vetoing the fraudulent resolution that sanctioned the dastardly rape and plundering of Libya’s 
gold. With so many trillions of reserves and foreign investments denominated in US dollars, these 
and all national leaders with their backs against the wall placed money above principle. This 
brings James 5:1-3 to mind: "Come now, you rich, weep and howl for the miseries that are 
coming upon you. Your riches have corrupted, and your garments are moth-eaten. Your gold 
and silver is cankered; and their rust will be evidence against you. As fire that you have stored 
up for the last days, it will consume your flesh." And Ezekiel 7:19: "In the great and dreadful 
day of the Lord they will cast their silver in the streets, and their gold will be as repugnant as a 
menstruous cloth. Neither silver nor gold will be able to deliver them in the day of His 
indignation; it will neither satisfy their hunger nor fill their stomachs, for it has been the 
stumblingblock of their iniquity."   
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 The mystery lies in Genesis 3:15: "God put enmity between the Serpent and the woman, 
and between his seed and her Seed [our Messiah]; He has crushed his head [Satan], and he [Satan] 
has bruised His heel." As the "enmity" prevails, God separated the races—for east is east and 
west is west, and never the twain shall meet. Only a "wicked and adulterous generation" with 
Cainite chutzpah -(Genesis 4:9-17) would confront the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and 
replicate the original sin by mandating multiculturalism for the genocide of Adam's race through 
cross-breeding to diminish the kingdom of God -(Genesis 6:1-4; Matthew 24:37), or usurp it 
spiritually by "that [Devil-incarnate] man of sin, the son of perdition, who opposes and exalts 
himself above all that is called God, or is worshipped, so that he sits in the church as God, 
showing himself that he is God" -(2nd  Thessalonians 2:3-4; Revelation 13:4-8).  

(18:2) - This powerful and glory-filled angel then makes a loud proclamation, again 
declaring that Babylon the great has fallen. The emphasis in chapter 18 is on the commercial and 
political aspects of the great Babylon.  

 It may be this Babylon is a literal city or nation embodying the aspects of the city described 
here.  Some believe this is the Babylon of the Old Testament times rebuilt -(Bullinger, p. 550). 
Ancient Babylon, even in Assyrian times, was the economic, political, and religious center of the 
great Mesopotamian area. It is still in a central location with respect to the rest of the world. 
Others think it is some other city of worldwide economic and political influence, such as Rome or 
New York.  I hold to the idea that it is New York City, home of the United Nations, and the final 
“Beast” center of the New World Order.  The late Richard Coombes published his book ‘America, 
The Babylon: America’s Destiny, Foretold in Biblical Prophecy’ in 1998, and Volume 2 a couple 
years later.  Richard died a few years ago and we had numerous discussions and correspondence 
since his first book came out in 1998.  He held to the idea that “America is Mystery, Babylon the 
Great”.  In this study, up to this point, I have not commented about his work.  I thought I would 
refrain from any comments since his work presents a limited understanding of “Mystery Babylon 
the Great”  Although I believe he offered one of the strongest cases for America being Mystery 
Babylon, it gives Roman Catholicism a pass in establishing a case for America.  It is strengthened 
by the fact that Richard was a Greek scholar, he taught at Moody Bible Institute.     

 If it might be a literal city, more likely this Babylon seems to symbolize and represent the 
economic and political world system that in the end time will be brought under the rule of the 
Antichrist.  No city embodies economic, political, and commerce more than New York City, the 
city that never sleeps.  Former New York Mayor Rudi Giuliani has been caught on television saying 
that New York City is the “Capital” of the world.  His statement might be seen as being 
deprecating humor by some but there is a cloak of secrecy around the United Nations.  

 The total destruction of the city of Babylon by Sennacherib in 689 B.C. becomes a symbol 
of this future destruction. His army filled the city squares of Babylon with the corpses of the slain. 

“And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and 
is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage of every 
unclean and hateful bird”.  –(Revelation 18:2) 
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He ordered his soldiers to smash all the idols except the two great idols of Bel and Nebo. He then 
leveled the city and dug trenches from the river making a swamp out of it, "pools of water." (See 
Isaiah 13:19-21; 14:22, 23; 21:9, 10; 46:1, 2; 47:1-15). 

 Like the destruction of Babylon by Sennacherib, the destruction of Revelation 18:2 will 
make the political Babylon of the tribulation period one of desolation, and its inhabitants will 
become the food for unclean birds. -(See 19:17, 18 where the followers of the Antichrist become 
a feast provided by God for the birds). 

 It is worth noting here that the verbs in Isaiah 13:20 are active in the Hebrew, not passive. 
Therefore, the translation should be, "It (Babylon) will not sit forever and it will not continue to 
dwell undisturbed from generation to generation." The end of Isaiah 13:22 reads "her time is 
near to come and her days shall not be prolonged." 

 Nothing in this passage says Babylon would not be rebuilt. Rather, it is a prophecy that 
was soon fulfilled in 689 B.C. when Sennacherib leveled Babylon to the ground. Therefore, Isaiah 
21:9, 10 is not a prophecy. Rather, it is a record of how Isaiah received the news of Babylon's fall 
in 689 B.C.  It was the thrashing, the result of the harvest of what Isaiah had been prophesying. 

 Actually, Babylon was rebuilt by Esarhaddon, Assyria's next king, and was later built up 
and greatly enlarged by Nebuchadnezzar. Cyrus did not destroy it.  In fact, he destroyed no cities. 
He was actually welcomed into Babylon in 539 B.C. and given a triumphal entry complete with 
palm branches.  Ancient Babylon is a nuclear waste zone, by U.S. depleted uranium munitions 
during the two Gulf Wars in Iraq.  Today when a mother gives birth in Iraq, her only question is, 
“is my baby normal?”  So to believe ancient Babylon will be rebuilt is to believe Japan will be able 
to clean up the Fukushima nuclear power plant disaster in five years.  Experts simply say, how 
about a thousand years? 

 Thus, the Book of Revelation borrows from the language of Isaiah chapters 13 and 21 as 
well as from other prophecies dealing with Edom, Nineveh, and Babylon. The total desolation 
which will be brought by God's judgment will make it a place where nothing exists but demon 
spirits and unclean animals.  That is truly the state of Iraq today. 

 Actually, the inner nature of the Babylon world system is and has always been full of 
uncleanness and demon spirits. Judgment will strip away its veneer of beauty and glory and show 
it for what it really is. 

“For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the 
earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich 
through the abundance of her delicacies”.  –(Revelation 18:3) 

 (18:3) - The sins of Babylon have already been mentioned in 14:8 and 17:1, 2.  She is 
doomed to destruction because all nations have drunk of the wine of the fury of her habitual 
immorality, both literal and spiritual. As 14:8 indicates, she made the nations do this. Yet they 
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also chose to join in her religious apostasy by turning away from the true God and cultivating the 
same lusts. They were not forced to do so. It was by an act of their free will. 

 The merchants of the earth have been enriched by the power of her luxury. The excessive 
luxury that makes everyone want more and more luxury exerts a powerful effect and has become 
the means of enriching the merchants of the world. But it also leads to downfall. This was true in 
ancient Babylon where Belshazzar feasted and defied God with a thousand of his lords. But in the 
same night the people threw open the gates to the army of Cyrus, and Belshazzar was slain. It 
was true in ancient Rome where a once frugal and powerful city gave itself over to luxury and 
pleasure and it finally fell. 

 When judgment falls following the close of the Gentile dispensation there becomes a 
move amongst the people, and the denominations will swing together.  The true Church of God 
will be Raptured out, the Mother’s harlots will make such a racket until they submit to the Mother 
church of Rome and boycott anybody not belonging to Rome. Rome will rule the world for just 
an hour.  Communism and Romanism will rule the world with the cooperation of mainline 
Protestantism’s denominational form of church, which God has rejected. As a nation,   we've 
borrowed so much on taxes that will not be paid until forty years from today. She's broke. She's 
bankrupt the nations - not only this nation, but all of them. And there's no way ever to reclaim 
their financial footing.  It's a trap set to ensnare this nation into debt slavery.  The nations belong 
to the Catholic Church. The whole trap was set to capture through their currency.  
 
 The situation was planned by its alien shareholders long before there was a Federal 
Reserve. In 1934 the Federal Reserve turned its (stolen) gold (revalued from U.S. $26.33/oz. to 
U.S. $34.69/oz.) over to the US Treasury and received gold certificates in return - an astute 
investment since today those certificates are valued at US $1,284.30/oz. as of 6/8/17. At the cost 
of his life, the Hon. Louis T. McFadden addressed Congress on January 1934 and exposed the 
corrupt Roosevelt gold bill that was passed five days previously:  "Under this bill the United States 
Treasury has to pay for the gold. Although the gold belongs to the people and was taken away 
from their bank deposits and their cash registers and their pocketbooks in the first place and put 
into the Federal Reserve banks, and although the Federal Reserve banks tricked and fooled the 
people into giving it to them for Federal Reserve currency, which they now refuse to redeem, and 
although that gold does not belong to the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks, 
the United States Treasury has to pay the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks 
for it. Well, how does this bill propose to pay the Federal Reserve outfit, how does this bill provide 
that the Government shall take over the stolen goods? It provides that the United States 
Government shall give the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve banks new gold 
certificates to the full value of the loot. The gold certificates will give the Federal Reserve Board 
and the Federal Reserve banks legal title to the gold, and the United States Treasury will be 
nothing more than its physical custodian. The Secretary of the Treasury will give the Federal 
Reserve banks gold for their new gold certificates whenever they ask for it. It is a fraudulent 
transfer. . ."    
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 The Jesuit-Vatican/Rothschild cabal has shackled all but four nations to its ‘central bank’ 
financial enslavement:  Cuba, North Korea, Syria, and Iran.  The United States has been a 
surrogate of the Vatican, since its inception in 1789.  Since 1990, the cabal reduced those 
countries with non-Jesuit/Rothschild ‘central banks’ from twenty down to four countries.  This 
control of a nation’s central bank is how the Jesuit-Vatican/Rothschild has incrementally been 
taking control over a nation.  I have been studying this enslavement through countries becoming 
dependent upon a Rothschild central bank.  The titular head of the Rothschild dynasty Mayer 
Amschel Bauer Rothschild once said:  "Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation, and 
I care not who makes its laws!”  When you note the four countries above without a Rothschild 
central bank, the first thing you notice is that they are all the target of the “Deep State”.  They 
are all military targets of the International banking cartel.  The media wages a continual press-
attack on the so-called threats of Iran, North Korea, and Syria. 
 

“For all nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the 
earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich 
through the abundance of her delicacies”.  –(Revelation 18:4) 

 (18:4) - John was still on the earth as he heard another voice from heaven, not of an angel 
this time, but either the voice of God or of one speaking for Him. The voice was not directed to 
John, but to God's people in general. It was a prophetic call to all true believers to come out of 
"Babylon the Great." It was a call appropriate in John's day, and it has been appropriate 
throughout the Church Age. It is also a prophetic call to believers before and during the 
Tribulation. It is a call to separate themselves from participation in the sins and false religion of 
the Babylon world system. 

 Believers are to come out of her because if they remain in her, they will yield to the 
temptation to have fellowship with her and will share not only in her wealth and prestige but 
inevitably in her sins. The result will be to receive upon themselves the same terrible plagues that 
John had already seen in visions of what will come on the world system during the Tribulation. 

 The Bible shows God has always wanted His people to be separate from the world with 
its lust of the flesh, lust of the eye, and pride of life. He has also wanted separation from false 
religious systems, rites, and institutions. The Old Testament prophets show that, even more than 
the heathen religion itself, God detests mixed religion that compromises with heathen ideas and 
heathen worship.  Compromise is the underpinnings of the RCC today.  My graduate school 
mentor pegged the term as “syncretism” as best describing the Roman Catholic system. At its 
very core, particularly so since Vatican II, the RCC is all about the attempted reconciliation or 
union of different or opposing principles, practices, and parties, behind their religious philosophy. 
Christians have long forgotten the call to be separate. 

 The New Testament warns believers against being unequally yoked with unbelievers: 
"Come out from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean 
thing; and I will receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and 
daughters, saith the Lord Almighty" -(2 Corinthians 6:17, 18). 
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“For her sins have reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities”.  –
(Revelation 18:5) 

 (18:5) - The angel declared Babylon's sins had reached to heaven or to the sky (as the 
Greek word also means). This may mean they (Babylon’s sins) had piled up metaphorically 
speaking as an incredibly high tower of Babel. -(Compare Jeremiah 51:9). 

 That God "remembered" Babylon's unrighteousness does not mean God had forgotten it. 
The phrase  is a Hebrew expression meaning God had been remembering it all along and now 
was about to go into action to do something about it. The same phrase is found in Genesis 8:1 
where God remembered Noah and caused the rain to stop and the waters of the flood to recede. 
It is found in Genesis 19:29 where God remembered Abraham and sent Lot out of Sodom, for 
God knew of Abraham's loving concern for his nephew. Genesis 30:22 states that God 
remembered Rachel and answered her prayers by opening her womb so she conceived and had 
a son. Thus, God's remembering Babylon's unrighteousness means He had been considering it all 
along and now was about to bring His righteous divine judgment on it. 

“Reward her even as she rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works: 
in the cup which she hath filled fill to her double”.  –(Revelation 18:6) 

 (18:6) - The theme changes now with a call for agents of God's judgment to do their work 
on Babylon. Some think this call is a response to the angel's call for the people of God to leave 
Babylon. As they leave, they call for retribution for what Babylon has done to them and to the 
many martyrs who died for their witness to Jesus. More likely, the voice here is still the voice of 
the same angel mentioned in verse 4. 

 The call is for God or His agents to act in divine justice and render or recompense to 
Babylon as she herself has rendered to others. True followers of Christ will not try to avenge 
themselves. As long as they are permitted to serve Christ in the Church Age, the love of Christ 
will cause them to forgive those who mistreat and malign them. But the time will come when 
those who have rejected God's loving provision of salvation through Christ must face God's holy 
and righteous judgment. -(See Romans 12:19) 

 Babylon will be judged double according to her works. This does not mean that her 
punishment will be double what she deserves. The judgment will still be according to her works. 
Doubling the double may be a way of saying she will receive a full measure of all she deserves. 
That is, she deserves punishment, not only for the suffering she has caused the saints, but also 
for the corruption, greed, and immorality behind what she did to them. She will drink the wrath 
of God from the same cup she used to pour out her fury on the people of God.  Her heresies, 
blasphemies, and deeds can fill volumes.  She persecuted those who owned a Bible. 

“How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so much torment and sorrow give 
her: for she saith in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow”. –
(Revelation 18:7) 
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 (18:7) - The voice continued with further reasons for divine vengeance. Torment and 
sorrow, suffering and misery will be appointed for commercial and political Babylon. It will be 
given to the extent that they have glorified themselves and lived in greedy, self-serving, sensual 
luxury.  Mystery, Babylon transcends all sectors of society, as well as religious. 

 Part of the reason given for her judgment is that she was always thinking in her heart she 
was sitting as a queen, not a widow. She expected always to rule, to be in control. She did not 
believe the plagues of God's judgment would ever come upon her. Babylon of Isaiah's day felt 
the same way, but in fulfillment of Isaiah's prophecy it was leveled to the ground and made a 
swamp, "pools of water" (Isaiah 14:22, 23, as archaeological records of Sennacherib confirm). It 
is also sure that the Babylonian world system will come to a total end in the coming Wrath! 

“Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall 
be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her”.  –(Revelation 18:8) 

 (18:8) - Because of Babylon's self-exaltation, taking glory to herself that belongs only to 
God, and because of her greedy, sensual luxury, the plagues of divine judgment will come on her 
suddenly in a day. This fits with the picture given in 2 Thessalonians 1:7, 8 and Daniel 2:34, 35, 
44, 45. Death, mourning, and famine will be part of the judgment. Fire will complete it. 

The judgment will show that God is strong, not weak. Babylon apparently treated God's 
delay in bringing judgment as a sign of weakness. They did not recognize the love behind His 
patience.  God is long-suffering in patience but His justice is swift and thorough. 

“And the kings of the earth, who have committed fornication and lived deliciously with her, 
shall bewail her, and lament for her, when they shall see the smoke of her burning”.  –
(Revelation 18:9) 

 (18:9) - The lamentation that begins here is the first of three. The first is a lamentation by 
the kings of the earth -(verses 9, 10). The second is by the merchants of the earth (verses 11-17). 
The third is by all the ship owners, all the sailors, and all those who make their living by the sea 
trade (the export/import trade). Much of the language describing their laments is taken from 
Ezekiel's lamentation over the city of Tyre -(Ezekiel 27:12-36), but the situation here is different, 
and the application is different. In his vision John saw that those who witnessed the fall of the 
Babylon world system were terrified and filled with horror. They had trusted in it. Now it was 
suddenly being destroyed. 

 The kings and rulers of the earth will lament for Babylon because they have used their 
power and position for their own luxury and the gratification of their own pleasures. God hates 
the oppression caused by selfish rulers who exalt themselves and have no concern to help those 
under their rule. Their relations with the Babylon world system have been illicit. They have lived 
together in a sensual, godless manner, full of the lusts of the flesh. 
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 The kings of the earth in this verse may or may not be the 10 kings or kingdoms that are 
closely allied to the beast -(the Antichrist). By God's sovereign direction, perhaps in spite of 
themselves, the beast and the 10 kings who have been taken over by him are the ones used to 
bring about Babylon's destruction (17:12-17). The kings of the earth in 18:9 are the rest of the 
kings and rulers of the world who fear that they too will share Babylon's torment. Archaeology 
shows that the kings of the Old Testament world were horrified when in fulfillment of Isaiah's 
prophecies, Sennacherib destroyed Babylon, leveled it to the ground, and made a swamp out of 
it in 689 B.C. This probably provided a typology pointing to the destruction of the Babylon world 
system described in Revelation. But the kings in Isaiah's day did not have as much fear as that 
which will envelop the kings left in the world as the end of the Great Tribulation approaches. 

“Standing afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that 
mighty city! for in one hour is thy judgment come”.  –(Revelation 18:10) 

 (18:10) - The kings of the earth make no attempt to come to the aid of the great city 
Babylon. Fear of its torment, fear that they too might be tortured, has already caused them to 
move far off where they are standing,   fearfully observing the destruction of the city. It is 
described not only as a great city but as a strong city, a mighty city, with the implication that it 
considered itself secure. For many generations it had filled itself with the blood of the martyrs 
and seemed able to continue defying God and His people. Thus these kings of the earth probably 
thought they would keep on forever sharing the luxury and licentiousness of the city. But now all 
that hope is gone. The cry of these kings is a cry of displeasure, even of horror. The Greek may 
be translated either "Woe!" or “Alas!"  In this case, it seems they keep saying "Alas, alas!" 
However, their cry is very emphatic and is like a hopeless wail. They recognize also that what is 
happening is judgment, sudden judgment, and terrible punishment. Whether they understand 
that is divine judgment, is not specified in this verse. The fact that Babylon is described as so great 
and so mighty implies that God who is mightier is the One who has decreed the judgment. 
 

“And the merchants of the earth shall weep and mourn over her; for no man buyeth their 
merchandise any more:” -(Revelation 18:11) 

 (18:11) - The merchants of the earth here are primarily the wholesalers, the people who 
have built up great wholesale and import/export businesses. They have cargos of goods 
stockpiled, but there is no one buying them anymore. All trade and commerce has stopped. Thus 
these great merchant princes weep and mourn the destruction of the great Babylon world 
system. Their sorrow is not really for Babylon itself, however. Rather, it is for themselves because 
of the loss of their business and their hope for material gain. Repentance is not part of their 
sorrow in the ensuing cascade of events that follow. 

 This seems to imply that the fall of Babylon is accompanied by a worldwide economic 
collapse. Suddenly, all the currencies of all the nations of the world have no value. Apparently, 
the banks are closed, for everything in their vaults is now worthless. It may be that even before 
this happens the world will move to a cashless society, and the whole system will be broken 
down. In plain words, none of the systems will function as they once did.  We live currently in the 
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throes of imminent global economic collapse.  At this time in history 95-million Americans are 
currently without employment.  These are not the government’s official figures but rather the 
findings of John Williams of ‘Shadow Government Statistics’, which posted real unemployment 
of 22% for May, 2017.  The official unemployment rate posted on July 1, 2017 is 4.4%, a 
confirmation of the fact the data can be massaged to show whatever the government desires to 
conceal for its own misleading purposes. 

“The merchandise of gold, and silver, and precious stones, and of pearls, and fine linen, and 
purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood, and all manner vessels of ivory, and all 
manner vessels of most precious wood, and of brass, and iron, and marble,”  - (Revelation 18:12) 

 (18:12) - The fall of Babylon seems to be preceded by a time of great prosperity, economic 
activity, and excessive luxury. To emphasize this, the angel whom John heard proclaim this 
prophecy gives specific details about the nature of the merchandise that is stockpiled they have 
no buyers. The kinds of things mentioned are a reminder of the wealth of Tyre when it was the 
merchant capital of the Mediterranean world -(compare Ezekiel 27:5-24). They were present in 
Rome in John's day. They represent the material things which the present world also considers 
so important. 

 They include cargoes of gold and articles made of gold, cargoes of silver and beautiful 
articles made of silver, cargoes of precious stones such as diamonds, and cargoes of pearls. 

 They include cargoes of fine linen such as was worn by prominent people in those days, 
cargoes of brilliant red or red-purple cloth, so expensive it was considered the clothing of royalty; 
cargoes of cloth and garments of silk, and cargoes of red-scarlet such as was worn by the Roman 
officers. 

 There are other cargos: thyine (called citrum, "citrus") wood, articles of ivory, all kinds of 
articles made from the most costly kinds of wood; articles and vessels made of copper, iron and 
articles or vessels and weapons made of iron; and cargos of the finest and most precious kinds 
of marble and carved art objects made of marble. 

“And cinnamon, and odours, and ointments, and frankincense, and wine, and oil, and fine flour, 
and wheat, and beasts, and sheep, and horses, and chariots, and slaves, and souls of men”.  –
(Revelation 18:13) 

 (18:13) - The list continues by itemizing cargoes of spices and perfumes, cargoes of food, 
and cargoes of property. Cinnamon is mentioned first among the spices and perfumes. The list 
continues with odors (incense to be burned for its pleasant odor), ointments, and frankincense. 

 Cinnamon not only includes the fragrant wood of the tree, Cinnamomum zeylanicum from 
Sri Lanka, but also the golden yellow, pleasant-smelling oil from its bark, an oil used in perfume -
(compare Proverbs 7:17 and Song of Solomon 4:14). Some ancient Greek manuscripts also have 
amomum spice (Greek, “amōmon”) as an additional commodity at this point in the list. Incense 
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(odors) is in the plural and would include a variety of materials that could be used and burned as 
incense. Ointment is a general word for ointments and perfume, including myrrh and also the 
strongly aromatic perfumes that were kept in alabaster flasks -(Luke 23:56). Frankincense is a 
white resinous gum from several varieties of a tree grown in Arabia. It had uses in medicine and 
in religious ceremonies.   

 The list of foods starts with wine. Then comes oil (that is, olive oil), the finest grade of 
wheat flour, wheat (the word sometimes includes other grains), cattle (the word was originally 
used to mean beasts of burden, pack animals and riding animals, but during New Testament 
times, came to include various other domesticated animals, especially cows and oxen), and 
sheep. 

 This is followed by horses and chariots (actually, four-wheeled carriages here) 
representing the means of transportation available to the rulers and the wealthy aristocracy. It 
ends with slaves (literally, bodies) and souls (persons, including both men and women, since the 
word "men" here means humankind) who are possessed body and soul by their masters. In 
Roman times there were about 60 million slaves in the empire, and they were treated as 
merchandise. That kind of slavery is no longer common, but treating people as merchandise is 
still done in many ways, often without their knowledge and could include cultural conditioning. 

 This is a very impressive list of commodities. It seems to be intended to draw attention to 
the materialism of the Babylon world system, to their love of luxury, and to a vast amount of 
commerce and trade generated by the desires of the people of Babylon. 

“And the fruits that thy soul lusted after are departed from thee, and all things which were 
dainty and goodly are departed from thee, and thou shalt find them no more at all”.  –
(Revelation 18:14) 

 (18:14) - This verse is a general statement revealing how the ripe fruits were desired and 
longed for by the souls of the people of Babylon, along with the dainty (fat, costly, rich) things 
(including imported foods) and the goodly things (bright, shining things, including their expensive 
clothes and all their rich decorative objects and jewelry), are all gone, lost to them never to be 
found again (that is, never again to be possessed by them). This indicates a collapse of the present 
world order, both economic and political. It will be a final collapse. The present world order will 
never be restored once Babylon falls. Instead, Christ will return and bring in His Kingdom. It The 
reign of Christ that brings in a far better world order, free from the results of the curse that came 
because of the fall of man. People who are full of the materialistic desires of this present world 
always want more. But the creation itself is groaning for deliverance from the effects of the curse 
and so are true believers -(Romans 8:22, 23). 
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“The merchants of these things, which were made rich by her, shall stand afar off for the fear 
of her torment, weeping and wailing”, -(Revelation 18:15) 

 (18:15) - The repetition in this verse connects back with the lament of the merchants of 
verse 11. This repetition is the Bible's way of showing that the verses in between which give the 
list of the cargoes of merchandise are a parenthesis. This means that the description is a 
qualifying or amplifying word, phrase, or sentence inserted within written matter in such a way 
as to be independent of the surrounding grammatical structure. Thus this verse takes up where 
verse 11 left off. 

 The lists given in verses 12-14 are important because they draw attention to the 
merchants who were made rich by these things. They did not care about the people. They had 
no concern for what would be good for others. All they wanted was money and wealth. Verse 15 
indicates they still have no real concern for the people who have bought their goods and made 
them rich. They fear only for themselves, lest they be drawn into the same destruction and 
torment that has fallen on Babylon. Consequently, they get as far away from Babylon as they can, 
leaving it to its destruction. They only watch the terrible conflagration from afar. 

“And saying, Alas, alas, that great city, that was clothed in fine linen, and purple, and scarlet, 
and decked with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!”  -(Revelation 18:16) 

 (18:16) - In their weeping and wailing the merchants cry out "Alas, alas" for the great city 
(repeating the cries of verse 10). The city (that is, the people of the city) was "clothed in fine linen, 
and purple, and scarlet, and decked (adorned) with gold, and precious stones, and pearls!" 

 All of these things are external adornments. There is no recognition of the inner 
adornment of the spirit. The great Babylon world system was full of all kinds of corruption, crime, 
and sin. But they covered it up with fancy clothing and jewels. This has been a characteristic of 
the aristocrats of the world system from ancient Babylon to today. Even before that, the wealth 
buried with King Tut of Egypt was a cover-up for the corruption of the priests who murdered him. 
The astrology of Babylon set a pattern for those who still would rather look to the stars than to 
God. The ethics of Medo-Persia are an example for those who think a few good deeds will cover 
over or make up for all their bad deeds. The art and philosophies of Greece glorified mankind 
rather than God. The Roman way to keep peace was to have the biggest army became the model 
for politics ever since. It is all still the same world system today, and it must be destroyed before 
the better things of God’s Kingdom can come in. But the merchants of this world are still so full 
of greed that they mourn at any sign of the loss or potential loss of their opportunities for 
material gain. 

“For in one hour so great riches is come to naught. And every shipmaster, and all the company 
in ships, and sailors, and as many as trade by sea, stood afar off,” -(Revelation 18:17) 

 (18:17) - The lamentation of the merchants continued by emphasizing again that in one 
hour the great riches, the entire wealth and the gorgeous decorations of the city were all laid 
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waste totally ruined. How foolish they were to trust in material things! They do not last. Though 
they attract people and fill them with desire for more material things, they never fully satisfy.  
This is obvious with our “throwaway” mentality dominated the economy for so many decades. 

 Again, it is the shipmasters (captains, owners, pilots, and helmsmen), the whole company 
or throng of those traveling by ship, the sailors, and all who work on the sea who stand afar off. 
These are the people who are involved in trade between nations. 

“And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning, saying, What city is like unto this great 
city!”  -(Revelation 18:18) 

 (18:18) - The Bible again emphasizes the continued cries of the merchants of the earth, 
especially those connected with the sea trade, that is, with international trade and commerce, 
as well as those from whom they obtain the things they offer for sale. As they keep watching the 
burning of Babylon, they exclaim repeatedly, "What is like the great city?" There is amazement 
and astonishment in their cries. The language here is somewhat like the lamentation over the 
city of Tyre recorded in Ezekiel 27:25-36, especially verses 30 and 32. 

“And they cast dust on their heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, saying, Alas, alas, that 
great city, wherein were made rich all that had ships in the sea by reason of her costliness! for 
in one hour is she made desolate.”  -(Revelation 18:19) 

 (18:19) - The merchants of the earth threw dust on their heads as they kept crying or 
shouting out the lamentation of verse 18. In Bible times scattering dust on one's head was a 
common expression of great grief. (Compare Joshua 7:6; Lamentations 2:10.) At the same time 
they kept on weeping and mourning with loud wailing. 

 They also kept saying, "Alas, alas," or "Woe, woe!" (Greek, “ouai, ouai”). The repetition 
gives emphasis to their intense woe. Again, their concern and their feeling of woe was not really 
about the great city or over the fact that in one hour she was made desolate. Their central 
concern is totally selfish. They are really weeping over the fact that all those having ships in the 
sea were enriched by her costliness, that is, by the abundance of costly things that she bought. 
The destruction of the city means all their hope of wealth is gone. They are ruined financially. 
They brought the city what the people wanted. But now they have no way of getting what they 
want. 

 Jesus warned against the materialism that makes the pleasures of this world the sole 
object of life. If believers seek the kingdom of God, everything they really need will be added 
unto them -(Luke 12:31). He also told His own disciples, the "little flock," not to be afraid "for it 
is your Father's good pleasure to give you the kingdom. Sell that ye have, and give alms; provide 
yourselves bags which wax not old, a treasure in the heavens that faileth not, where no thief 
approacheth, neither moth corrupteth. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also" 
-(Luke 12:32-34) 
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 All the wealth and all the glory of this present world order will be burned up or consumed 
by mighty manifestations of God's wrath before Jesus establishes the Kingdom. But believers do 
not need to be afraid, nor will they participate in the mourning of the merchants of the earth. 
The believers' concern is to seek the Kingdom, that is, the rule of God, first of all in their own 
lives, then in the Church, then through the influence of the Church on those around them. 

 Believers have the assurance also that they will not suffer during the destruction that is 
to come on the world during the Tribulation, for God's good pleasure is not only to give them the 
Kingdom but to give them a salvation and an inheritance that will preserve them from the wrath 
to come -(1 Thessalonians 5:9) 

“Rejoice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets; for God hath avenged you 
on her.”  -(Revelation 18:20) 

 (18:20) - In contrast to the weeping and wailing of the kings, merchants, and all the 
wealthy people of the world, all heaven, and especially the holy apostles and prophets, are 
commanded to rejoice over the destruction of Babylon because its destruction is God's 
vengeance in their behalf. Both the Old and New Testament remind us that vengeance belongs 
to the Lord. Believers are not to seek revenge for the mistreatment and persecution the world 
heaps upon them. The apostles and prophets have always suffered. Now the godly are to rejoice 
over God's righteous judgment on the world system that has been dominated by Satan and has 
been full of evil in its pleasures, luxury, government, and business affairs. -(See 19:1 for further 
description of the celebration in heaven.) 

 The apostles and prophets and all heaven have good reason to rejoice because they have 
always been brokenhearted over the sin, the evil, the idolatry, the immoral conduct, and all the 
pride, greed, and murderous lusts of the flesh that have spread through human society since the 
fall of man. If Lot was distressed and disturbed by the immoral lifestyle of the people of Sodom -
(2 Peter 2:7, 8), how much more should the children of God be distressed by all the corruption in 
the world around them today! 

“And a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone, and cast it into the sea, saying, 
Thus with violence shall that great city Babylon be thrown down, and shall be found no more 
at all.”  -(Revelation 18:21) 

(18:21) - Then a strong and powerful angel performed a symbolic action by taking up an 
enormous millstone and throwing it into the sea where it disappeared. He prophesied that in the 
same way, that is, with the same sort of violence, the great city Babylon would be thrown down 
and disappear forever. The Bible is emphatic. Babylon will never, ever, be found any more at all. 
Its fall will be final and irreversible. 

 Along with political Babylon, the entire world order that is in opposition to God will come 
to an end. Then the Antichrist will make his final attempt to defeat the plan of God, and his rule 
will come to its final end when Christ returns to earth. Daniel 2 describes it as the Babylon image 
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being hit in the feet by the stone cut out of the mountain without hands. This causes the gold of 
Babylon, the silver of Medo-Persia, the copper of Greece, the iron of Rome, and the iron and clay 
of the nationalistic states and countries that continue forward since the fall of Rome and in our 
time, all to be reduced to powder and blown away. The kingdom of God will bring a brand new 
order such as the world has never seen before. Human imagination has never even dreamed of 
what it will really be like. But God revealed glimpses of it to the prophets in the Bible, especially 
to the prophet Isaiah. 

“And the voice of harpers, and musicians, and of pipers, and trumpeters, shall be heard no 
more at all in thee; and no craftsman, of whatsoever craft he be, shall be found any more in 
thee; and the sound of a millstone shall be heard no more at all in thee;” 

 (18:22) - The voice or sound of harpists (lyre players) who accompany their own singing, 
of musicians, of pipers (flute players), and trumpeters will no more be heard. All their 
celebrations are at an end. All the craftsmen will be gone. Neither will there be the sound of a 
millstone (probably including all the work of factories). 

“And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom 
and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men 
of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.”  -(Revelation 18:23) 

 (18:23) - Not only will the sound of music and the sound of workmen never again be heard 
in the city, the light of a candle (lamp) will never again shine in it. (The Greek here means an oil-
burning lamp made of metal or clay; tallow and wax candles were not known in New Testament 
times. The Bible uses the names of things familiar to John, but it must also be recognized that 
everything else in the same categories would be included.) 

 Finally, the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride will never again be heard in Babylon. 
The entire list given in verses 22 and 23 draws attention to the fact that not only will Babylon be 
thrown down and never again be found, everything in it will also come to a total and final end. 
The reason for Babylon's destruction is summarized by saying, first, that her merchants were the 
great ones of the earth. Their greatness was not good; rather, it was full of arrogance and pride. 
The political and economic Babylon of this chapter achieved its domination by controlling the 
economy and the markets of the world. But now this is at an end. 

 Second, Babylon is destroyed because by her sorceries were all the nations deceived -(see 
also 18:3). Her sorceries included the use of magic arts, the occult, and drugs. By such means she 
led astray, deluded, and deceived the nations, that is, the people of the earth. She led them to 
believe that in wealth, luxury, and sensual pleasures they could find security and fullness of life. 
This kind of deception has always been a part of heathen religions. Much of it crept into the 
churches in the Dark Ages. It is being popularized again through philosophies of some modern 
movements. But none of this is new. It is still the same old Babylon world system that exalts self, 
as did those who built the tower of Babel (Babylon). -(See Genesis chapter 11). 
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“And in her was found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain upon the 
earth.”  -(Revelation 18:24) 

 (18:24) - The third reason for Babylon's destruction became apparent when there was 
found in her the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain (killed with violence 
or in a violent manner) upon the earth. 

 Since the prophets are not identified as belonging to a particular group, it seems they 
include both Old Testament and New Testament prophets. The saints must also include all the 
saints who were martyred, not only during the Tribulation, but all down through history. Babylon 
is also said to be responsible for all those who have been slaughtered. 

 From this verse it is apparent that Babylon symbolizes more than any one city could be. 
Certainly, it was more than Rome or any city in existence today. It is representative of all the 
cities, possibly from the first city built by Cain (Genesis 4:17) to the present time, and of the world 
system itself.   

There is a plan for the world – a New World Order – devised by the Anglo, American and 
European financial elite of immense wealth and power, with centuries-old historical roots.  This 
oligarchy controls the politicians, the courts, the educational institutions, the food, natural 
resources, the foreign policies, the economies and the money of most nations. They control the 
major media, which is why we know virtually nothing about them. 
 
 Modern democracy, as we know it, is less than 250 years old.  For most of history, except 
for this brief period, the world has been ruled by powerful elites who wielded absolute power 
over their societies, controlled the wealth and resources of their known world, and dominated 
their people by force.  The New World Order cabal plans to restore this model of totalitarian rule 
on a global scale.  The Roman Catholic Institution is the center of this entire network, or matrix.  
I favor the word matrix here because of definition. Babylon is a “code word” for Rome and in a 
few segments I will explain its history and significance today. 
 
 The endgame will be a one-world government presiding over the earth for the benefit of 
global oligarchs and their superior functionaries, leaving the masses of humanity as serfs, to serve 
the elite, while suffering impoverishment and immiseration.  The plan includes scientifically 
engineered global population reduction (viruses, vaccines, genetically-modified foods), to reduce 
the world population cutting the world’s population to less than 600-million, leaving the earth’s 
resources for the exclusive use of this global oligarchy.  
 

 This conspiracy to impose a global totalitarian society has been shrouded in almost total 
secrecy. To begin to understand the elite's endgame, we must learn about the plan's origins and 
development, and about the individuals, organizations, and institutions that fund, control, and 
benefit from it.  The key to this endgame is often linked with the Club of Rome and the likes of 
Dr. Henry Kissinger.  Numerous links to the Club of Rome and the U.N., and particularly reports 
such as the “Iron Mountain” Report of 1967 address the “big picture” agenda of depopulation. 
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 The website ‘Jihad Watch’ posted an interesting article on its site on April 26, 2017.  It 
was titled “The Catholic Church…has become one of Islam’s loudest boosters”.  ‘Jihad Watch’ 
host, Robert Spencer focuses on news articles that the media intentionally or otherwise, chooses 
not to report on.  When I saw this article it grabbed my attention because of the close association 
the Papacy has had with the Muslim faith.  In previous articles I have addressed the similarities 
existing between Rome and Mecca.  The post noted an article written by George Neumayr which 
compared relations between the former pope, Benedict XVI and Muslim persecution of Christians.  
It then goes on to contrast an energetic defense of Islam by Pope Francis, leaving the persecuted 
Christians twisting in the wind, as he makes himself acceptable to al-Azhar. 
 
 The article notes the contradiction is clear, and absolute.  If the Catholic Church has 
become one of Islam’s loudest boosters, then those who are aware of the nature and magnitude 
of the jihad threat (rooted in Islamic texts and teachings), the Vatican will soon have to make 
some hard decisions about where they really stand.  “Leave them; they are blind guides.  And if 
a blind man leads a blind man, both will fall into a pit”.  –(Matthew 15:14).  George Neumayr’s 
article – ‘The Papal Propagandist for Islam Heads to Egypt’ appears in the April 16, 2017 issue of 
the ‘American Spectator’.  Quoting George Neumayr, “As the prototypical progressive Jesuit, Pope 
Francis prides himself on his “ecumenism”.  He oozes enthusiasm for every religion except his own.  
At the top of his list of favorite religions is the Church’s fiercest adversary – Islam.” 
 
 Mr. Neumayr continues:  “He often sounds more like a spokesman for CAIR than a Catholic 
pope.  After jihadists cut off the head of a French priest in July 2016 – yelling “Allah Akbar” over 
priest’s slit throat; Pope Francis rushed to the defense of Islam.  “I don’t like to talk about Islamic 
violence, because every day, when I read the newspapers, I see violence,” he said, before 
ludicrously blaming the rise of terrorism on the “idolatry” of free-market economics: As long as 
the god of money is at the center of the global economy and not the human person, man and 
woman, this is the first terrorism.” 
 
 As Europa turns into Eurabia, Pope Francis is picking up honors and awards from 
progressives, hilariously including, the 2016 “Charlemagne Prize” for his Islamic apologetics.  It is 
hard to imagine a Christian leader less like Charlemagne.  Pope Francis is energized not depressed 
by the disappearance of Christian Europe.  “States must be secular,” he told ‘La Croix’.  Christian 
states, he said, “end badly” and go “against the grain of history” 
 
 Of course, the most liberal pope ever sees no irony in shifting for the most liberal religion 
on Earth.  On his anti-colonialist scorecard, Islam wears the white hats and Christian Europe, the 
black ones.  After jihadists gunned down ten journalists at the offices of ‘Charlie Hebdo’, Pope 
Francis rushed to Islam’s defense again, in effect rebuking the dead journalists for incitement. 
 
 George Neumayr notes:  Past popes regarded Islam as a font of poisonous heresies.  Dante 
placed Muhammad in hell.  St. Thomas Aquinas said Muhammad peddled “fables and doctrines 
of the greatest falsity” and sardonically remarked upon the perverse basis for his claim of divine 
favor: “Muhammad said that he was sent in the power of his arms – which are signs not lacking 
even to robbers and tyrants.  What has changed?  Nothing.  Islam remains as violent as it started.  
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But one thing is new.  The Catholic Church, under the death-wish progressivism of Francis, has 
become one of Islam’s loudest boosters.” 
 
 Before closing out this segment on this series, consider the goals of the inception known 
as the Bavarian Illuminati that Jesuit Adam Weishaupt created.  Anyone familiar with the 
Communist Manifesto soon realizes the Illuminati’s goals are virtually identical.  Here is a list of 
the Illuminati principles and goals that Adam Weishaupt set up after the Rothschild’s started 
financing the Illuminati conspiracy. The following goals apply to America and the rest of the 
world, this is pretty much a step by step manual on how the Illuminati conspiracy works, basically 
explaining all the long term plans they had back at its founding in 1776.  
 

21 Goals of the “Illuminati” and “The Committee of 300” 

From: “Conspirators' Hierachy: The Story of The Committee of 300”  

1. To establish a One World Government a New World Order with a unified church and 
monetary system under their direction. The One World Government began to set up its 
church in the 1920’s and 30’s, for they realized the need for a religious belief inherent in 
mankind must have an outlet and, therefore, set up a "church" body to channel that belief in 
the direction they desired. 

 
2. To bring about the utter destruction of all national identity and national pride, which was a 

primary consideration if the concept of a One World Government was to work.   
 
3. To engineer and bring about the destruction of religion, and especially, the Christian Religion, 

with the one exception their own creation, as mentioned above. 
 
4. To establish the ability to control each and every person through means of mind control and 

what Zbignew Brzezinski called techonotronics, which would create human-like robots and 
a system of terror.  Felix Dzerzinhski's ‘Red Terror’ will look like children at play. 

 
5. To bring about the end to all industrialization and to end the production of nuclear generated 

electric power in what they call "the post-industrial zero-growth society". Excepted are the 
computer and service industries. US industries that remain will be exported to countries such 
as Mexico where abundant slave labor is available. As we saw in 1993, this has become a fact 
through the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement, known as NAFTA. In the 
wake of industrial destruction, unemployables in the US will either become opium-heroin 
and/or cocaine addicts, or become statistics in the elimination of the "excess population" 
process we know of today as Global 2000. 

 
6. To encourage, and eventually legalize the use of drugs and make pornography an "art-form", 

which will be widely accepted and, eventually, become quite commonplace. 
 
7. To bring about depopulation of large cities according to the trial run carried out by the Pol 

Pot regime in Cambodia. It is interesting to note that Pol Pot's genocidal plans were drawn 
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up in the US by one of the Club of Rome's research foundations, and overseen by Thomas 
Enders, a high-ranking State Department official. It is also interesting that the committee is 
currently seeking to reinstate the Pol Pot butchers in Cambodia. 

 
8. To suppress all scientific development except for those deemed beneficial by the Illuminati. 

Especially targeted is nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Particularly hated are the fusion 
experiments currently being scorned and ridiculed by the Illuminati and its jackals of the press. 
Development of the fusion torch would blow the Illuminati's conception of "limited natural 
resources" right out of the window. A fusion torch, properly used, could create unlimited and 
as yet untapped natural resources, even from the most ordinary substances. Fusion torch 
uses are infinite, and would benefit mankind in a manner which, as yet, is not even remotely 
comprehended by the public. 

 
9. To cause by means of A) limited wars in the advanced countries, B) by means of starvation 

and diseases, the death of three billion people by the year 2050 in the Third World countries. 
People they view as "useless eaters". The Committee of 300 (Illuminati) commissioned Cyrus 
Vance to write a paper on this subject of how to bring about such genocide. The paper was 
produced under the title "Global 2000 Report" and was accepted and approved for action by 
former President James Earl Carter, and Edwin Muskie, then Secretary of States, for and on 
behalf of the US Government. Under the terms of the Global 2000 Report, the population 
of the US is to be reduced by 100 million by the year of 2050. 

 
10. To weaken the moral fiber of the nation and to demoralize workers in the labor class by 

creating mass unemployment. As jobs dwindle due to the postindustrial, zero growth policies 
introduced by the Club of Rome, the report anticipates demoralized and discouraged workers 
resorting to alcohol and drugs. The youth of the land will be encouraged by means of rock 
music and drugs to rebel against the status quo, thus undermining and eventually destroying 
the family unit. In this regard, the Committee commissioned Tavistock Institute to prepare a 
blueprint as to how this could be achieved. Tavistock directed Stanford Research to 
undertake the work under the direction of Professor Willis Harmon. This work later became 
known as the "Aquarian Conspiracy". 

 
11. To keep people everywhere from deciding their own destinies by means of one created 

crisis after another and then "managing" such crises. This will confuse and demoralize the 
population to the extent where faced with too many choices, apathy on a massive scale will 
result. In the case of the US, an agency for Crisis Management is already in place. It is called 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), whose existence I first exposed in 1980. 

 
12. To introduce new cults and continue to boost those already functioning which include rock 

music gangsters such as the Rolling Stones (a gangster group much favored by European 
Black Nobility), and all of the Tavistock-created rock groups which began with the Beatles. 

 
13. To continue to build up the cult of Christian Fundamentalism begun by the British East India 

Company's servant Darby, which will be misused to strengthen the Zionist State of Israel by 
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identifying with the Jews through the myth of "God's chosen people", and by donating very 
substantial amounts of money to what they mistakenly believe is a religious cause in the 
furtherance of Christianity. 

 
14. To press for the spread of religious cults such as the Muslim Brotherhood, Muslim 

Fundamentalism, the Sikhs, and to carry out mind control experiments of the Jim Jones and 
"Son of Sam" type. It is worth noting that the late Khomeini was a creation of British Military 
Intelligence Div. 6, MI6. This detailed work spelled out the step-by-step process which the 
US Government implemented to put Khomeini in power. 

 
15. To export "religious liberation" ideas around the world so as to undermine all existing 

religions, but more especially the Christian religion. This began with the "Jesuit Liberation 
Theology", that brought an end to the Somoza Family rule in Nicaragua, and which today is 
destroying El Salvador, now 25 years into a "civil war". Costa Rica and Honduras are also 
embroiled in revolutionary activities, instigated by the Jesuits. One very active entity engaged 
in the so-called liberation theology, is the Communist-oriented Mary Knoll Mission. This 
accounts for the extensive media attention given to the murder of four of Mary Knoll's so-
called nuns in El Salvador a few years ago. The four nuns were Communist subversive agents 
and their activities were widely documented by the Government of El Salvador. The US press 
and the new media refused to give any space or coverage to the mass of documentation 
possessed by the Salvadorian Government, which proved what the Mary Knoll Mission nuns 
were doing in the country. Mary Knoll is in service in many countries, and placed a leading 
role in bringing Communism to Rhodesia, Moçambique, Angola and South Africa. 

 
16. To cause a total collapse of the world's economies and engender total political chaos. 
 
17. To take control of all foreign and domestic policies of the US. 
 
18. To give the fullest support to supranational institutions such as the United Nations, the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), the Bank of International Settlements, the World Court 
and, as far as possible, make local institutions less effective, by gradually phasing them out 
or bringing them under the mantle of the UN. 

 
19. To penetrate and subvert all governments, and work from within them to destroy the 

sovereign integrity of the nations represented by them. 
 
20. To organize a world-wide terrorist apparatus [Al-Queda, ISIS, ISIL, etc.] and to negotiate with 

terrorists whenever terrorist activities take place. It will be recalled that it was Bettino Craxi, 
who persuaded the Italian and US Governments to negotiate with the Red Brigades kidnapers 
of Prime Minister Moro and General Dozier. As an aside, Dozier was placed under strict orders 
not to talk about what happened to him. Should he ever break that silence, he will no doubt 
be made "a horrible example of", in the manner in which Henry Kissinger dealt with Aldo 
Moro, Ali Bhutto and General Zia ul Haq. 
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21. To take control of education in America with the intent and purpose of utterly and 
completely destroying it. By 1993, the full force effect of this policy is becoming apparent, 
and will be even more destructive as primary and secondary schools begin to teach "Outcome 
Based Education" (OBE).  

 
 As this series continues, the reader will begin to recognize the significance of Dr. John 
Coleman’s book, ‘Committee of 300’ in our understanding of Scripture, particularly the books of 
Daniel and Revelation. 
 
   
Pastor Bob  
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